christian wiese
Just how far belonging to Judaism is associated with my general view of the world has, though, always remained somewhat unclear to me. On the one hand, I took note of what modern science had to say about the world, while on the other hand, I was increasingly suffused with the binding character that the fate of the Jews [ Judenschicksal ] represented. But both existed alongside one another. The sh'ma yisrael, the "Hear, O Israel," always had a magical power for me. I still remember an inter-faith dialogue in New York in which they were dealing with the "Death of God theology" that was being discussed at that time in American Protestantism, and I said: "When I hear the sh'ma being recited, I still feel a shiver down my spine." But I would not have been able to say to whom I felt committed there. The personal defi nition of "God our Father" I could no longer properly comprehend-the reference to the faith of our forefathers is basically not suffi cient. Much more important is the content of the matter itself: time and again I saw something singular, enigmatic, mysterious and binding in Jewish history and the coincidental belonging to this context of a Hans Jonas who was born in 1903 in an industrial city in the Rhineland-something that is even more profound and more fi nal than my profession to Zionism. I could imagine revising my Zionism, but actually to break with the "brit "-the covenant between God and Israel-seems unthinkable to me, even if the concept of the divine partner in this covenant has remained completely nebulous to me. There is a mystery that binds all of us, beyond the time-bound, private, personal positions that we adopt intellectually and in our conscious acts.
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This telling passage from Jonas's Erinnerungen offers what is undoubtedly his most personal and unambiguous description of his relationship to his Jewish identity and to the Jewish religion. He did not shy away from voicing the deep ambivalence that he felt between a sense of Jewish belonging, doubts about fundamental elements of the Jewish religious tradition, and fascination in the face of the "mystery," which could not be grasped clearly, of transcendental reality. His confession to Judaism is characterized by an identity composed of elements of Reform Judaism (the emphasis on the prophets and the alienation from rabbinical Judaism), of a Zionist sense of belonging to a community formed by ethnic, cultural, and historical elements, including the experience of persecution and suffering (the Judenschicksal ), as well as of a deliberate philosophical skepticism that reveals, at the same time, an underlying sense of mystery and even a yearning for religious meaning. Even if he was admittedly not at all a believer in the traditional sense, and
